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Seismic Response Analysis of a Highway Overcrossing
Equipped with Elastomeric Bearings and Fluid Dampers

Nicos Makris, M.ASCE,1 and Jian Zhang, A.M.ASCE2

Abstract: This paper presents a case study on the seismic response of a recently constructed freeway overcrossing located
California, which is equipped with elastomeric bearings and fluid dampers at its end abutments. The analysis employs the s
method and a reduced order stick model. The macroscopic constitutive laws of the springs and dashpots that approximate the
behavior of approach embankments, pile foundations, center bent, abutments, elastomeric bearings, and fluid dampers are e
the companion paper. The paper presents an in-depth analysis of the seismic response of the bridge equipped with the resp
cation devices accounting for the effects of soil–structure interaction. The various response quantities presented are compa
corresponding response quantities of a hypothetical bridge with integral abutments. Advantages and challenges in the two d
figurations are identified and discussed.

DOI: 10.1061/~ASCE!0733-9445~2004!130:6~830!

CE Database subject headings: Overpasses; Seismic response; Bearing capacity; Damping; Soil-structure interaction.
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Introduction

Most conventionally designed bridges use elastomeric bea
~pads! between the deck and its supports to accommodate th
movements. The long experience with this technology had a
tive role on the implementation of modern seismic protec
technologies in bridges. A number of bridges worldwide are
equipped with seismic protective bearings that engage som
ergy dissipation mechanism~Skinner et al. 1993!. The most com
monly used seismic isolation system consists of lead–ru
bearings that combine the function of isolation and energy d
pation in a single compact unit, while also supporting the we
of the superstructure and providing restoring force. Sliding b
ings allow for appreciable mobility and provide energy diss
tion through friction. In this case, an additional restoring me
nism is often added to provide the structure with some reent
capacity. Spherical sliding bearings provide the designed re
ing mechanism because of their curvature, while at the same
dissipate energy.

The traditional nonseismic elastomeric pads used in bri
for thermal movements can provide some limited seismic pr
tion, however their integrity during large displacements migh
substantially deteriorated or even destroyed due to shearing
elastomer or rolling of the entire bearing. Accordingly, ela
meric pads with improved seismic performance have been d
oped~ATC 1993; ATC 2002! while their displacement and stre
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demands are established in design specification docu
~FHWA 1995; AASHTO 1999!. The increasing need for sa
bridges, in association with the rapid success of seismic pr
tion devices in buildings, has accelerated the implementatio
large-capacity damping devices in bridges. The Vincent Tho
suspended bridge in southern California~Smyth et al. 2000!, the
Rion-Antirion cable-stayed bridge in western Greece~Papaniko
las 2002!, and the 91/5 highway overcrossing in southern Cal
nia are examples of bridges that have been equipped with
dampers.

The promises of modern seismic protection technologies a
their ability to operate under strong shaking has directed mo
the attention on the performance of bearings and dampers
large displacements and large velocities. The interaction of
devices with the remaining bridge structure is an issue tha
been either incorporated in the response analysis indirectl
finite element analysis of the entire bridge with large comp
codes or has been neglected; partly because the transm
forces are usually relatively small and the reaction structure
usually relatively stiff.

In this paper, the efficiency of modern seismic protection t
nologies is examined by analyzing the seismic response
newly constructed highway overcrossing in southern Califo
The 91/5 Overcrossing of interest is supported at each end
ment on four elastomeric pads while it is attached with four
dampers. The deck is supported monolithically near its c
span by a prestressed reinforced concrete outrigger. The in
ing characteristic of this structure is that its transverse and l
tudinal modal periods lie in the range between 0.4 s and 0
That is a period range for which supplemental damping
single-degree-of-freedom structure has a beneficial effect.
thermore, the bridge is approached from each side by eart
bankments that have a tendency to amplify the free-field m
and increase the role of soil–structure interaction. Accordi
the assessment of the efficiency of the seismic protection de
is conducted by accounting for in our analysis the effect of s
structure interaction at the end abutments/approach embank

and at the foundations of the center columns. In principle, length-
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total
ening the period of a structure with mechanical isolation red
accelerations and increases displacements. Nevertheless,
flexible configuration offers the deck additional mobility that m
result in an undesirable response.

Location, Structural Configuration and Geotechnical
Information

Location and Selection of Ground Motions

Fig. 1 shows the location of the 91/5 Overcrossing in the gre
Los Angeles area together with the traces of the nearby faults
Whittier–Elsinore fault is 11.6 km~7.2 miles! to the northeas
while the Newport Inglewood fault zone is 20 km~12.5 miles! to
the southwest.

Because of the proximity of the bridge to active faults,
thrust of this analysis is placed to near-source ground motion
exhibit distinguishable strong acceleration and velocity pu
The response of the bridge structure with various levels of d
ing when subjected to near-source and pulse-type motion
been investigated by Makris and Chang~1998, 2000a,b! and an
experimental investigation with an emphasis on short bridge
been presented by Chang et al.~2002!. These studies that conce
trated on the seismic response of a rigid block supported
variety of isolators concluded that for all ground motions ex
ined an increase of viscous damping ratio from 14% to 50%
duce the base displacement by half or even more without a

Fig. 1. Location of 91/5 Ove
ciably increasing base accelerations.

JOU
e
In this study the structural system of interest is more com

cated not only because of the flexibility of the deck, but
because of the effects of soil–structure interaction betwee
bridge and the approach embankment. In order to investigat
problem, we use eleven strong ground motions that have
recorded in California relatively close to the fault of major ea
quakes. Table 1 lists in historic order the records of interes
gether with the magnitude of the earthquake and distance o
accelerograph from the causative fault. The time histories of
ground motions can be found in the papers by Makris and C
~1998! and references reported therein.

Structural Configuration

The newly constructed 91/5 Overcrossing is a continuous
span, cast-in-place, prestressed concrete, box-girder bridg
ported by an outrigger bent at midspan and equipped with
fluid dampers at each end abutment~eight dampers total!. The
bridge has two spans of 192 ft~58.5 m! long spanning a four-lan
highway. Its two abutments are skewed at 33°. The width of
along the east span is about 42.5 ft.~12.95 m! while the width
along the west span is about 49.2 ft~15 m!. The cross section
the deck consists of three cells. The deck is supported by a
~31.4 m! long prestressed outrigger beam which rests on two
groups, each consisting of 49 driven concrete friction piles.
columns are approximately 22.5 ft~6.9 m! high.

At each abutment, the deck rests on four elastomeric pads
2 presents the elevation and plan views of the bridge. The

sing and traces of nearby faults
rcros
weight of the deck~including outrigger beam! is approximately
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25 MN, whereas the weight of each abutment is approximat
MN. The distribution of vertical reactions is also shown in Fig
below the elevation. Since each abutment supports approxim
4 MN, each pad carries a vertical load of approxima
4 MN/451 MN. The bridge is equipped with eight hydrau
dampers, four at the each end, connecting the deck with the
ments as shown in Fig. 3. With this arrangement, the dam
engaged in both longitudinal and transverse motions of the
A photograph of the four fluid dampers installed at the east a
ment is shown in Fig. 1 of the companion paper. The cross se
of the bridge along the outrigger and a plan view of the pile g
is shown in Fig. 3 of the companion paper~Zhang et al. 2004!.

Geotechnical Data

Before construction, a geotechnical exploration at the locatio
the piers and near the end abutments was conducted. Using
dard penetration test~SPT! measurements from the ground s
face down to a depth about 35 m, moderately stiff soil w
identified, which consisted of silty and clayey sand, sandy s

Table 1. Earthquake Records Selected for Simulation

Record station Earthquake Magnitude (Mw)

Pacoima Dam 1971 San Fernando 6.6
El Centro Array No. 5 1979 Imperial Valley 6.4
El Centro Array No. 6 1979 Imperial Valley 6.4
El Centro Array No. 7 1979 Imperial Valley 6.4
Parachute test site 1987 Superstition Hills 6.6
Los Gatos 1989 Loma Prieta 7.0
Cape Mendocino 1992 Petrolia 7.0
Lucerne Valley 1992 Landers 7.3
Rinaldi 1994 Northridge 6.7
Sylmar 1994 Northridge 6.7
Newhall 1994 Northridge 6.7
aPeak acceleration values are for the fault normal component. The

Fig. 2. Elevation and p
832 / JOURNAL OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING © ASCE / JUNE 2004
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clayey silt, and occasionally gravelly sand and gravel. SPT
counts varied from 8 to 70 blows/count. The averaged soil de
is aboutr51,800 kg/m3. Fig. 4 summarizes the results of
geotechnical exploration along with the SPT blow counts for
soil layer. Empirical formulas have been proposed in literatu
order to correlate the SPT blow counts and the maximum
modulus of sand,Gmax. For example,

Gmax'35N60
0.68 ~kips/ft2! ~ Imai and Tonouchi 1982! (1)

or

Gmax535N60
0.34~ s̄v!0.4 ~kips/ft2! ~Seed et al. 1986! (2)

whereN605blow count number measured in SPT test delive
60% of the theoretical free-fall energy to the drill rod; ands̄v
5effective vertical stress~lb/ft2!. These two empirical relatio
ships are widely used within a number of publications that c
late results. The inherent difficulty of correlating a small st
parameterGmax with a penetration test that relates to much la

istance to fault~km! Peak acceleration~g)a Peak velocity~m/s!

8.5 1.17~1.08! 1.14 ~0.57!
30.4 0.38~0.53! 0.99 ~0.52!
29.8 0.44~0.34! 1.13 ~0.68!
29.4 0.46~0.34! 1.13 ~0.55!

7.2 0.45~0.38! 1.12 ~0.44!
6.1 0.56~0.61! 0.95 ~0.51!
3.8 1.50~1.04! 1.25 ~0.41!

42.0 0.71~0.80! 1.36 ~0.70!
9.9 0.89~0.39! 1.75 ~0.60!

12.3 0.73~0.60! 1.22 ~0.54!
20.2 0.59~0.58! 0.96 ~0.75!

s of the fault parallel component are offered in parentheses.

ews of 91/5 Overcrossing
D

lan vi
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strains is evident from the scatter in the data on which they
based and from the variability of the results obtained by diffe
investigators~Kramer 1996!. Therefore, Eqs.~1! and~2! are only
used to give a preliminary estimate ofGmax. The small strain
shear modulusGmax varies from 64 MPa to 240 MPa. The
values were derived from SPT blow counts in the range of 8

Fig. 3. Layout of eight fluid dampers instal

Fig. 4. Three soil profiles of 91/5 Overcrossing site~nume
JOU
30 according to Eq.~1!, whereas Eq.~2! indicates that the she
modulusGmax is an increasing function with depth. At depth 20
an average blow count 30 results inGmax of 84 MPa. Given th
variability of data, the value ofGmax572 MPa is adopted in th
study which results in a shear wave velocity of 200 m/s. Pois
ratio of soil is assumed to be 0.4.

end abutments and locations of elastomeric pads

alues in boxes are blow counts by standard penetration test!
led at
rical v
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Seismic Response Analysis

Fig. 5 ~top! shows a stick model idealization of the 91/5 Ov
crossing. The stick model was introduced by Maragakis and
nings ~1987! and its validity was investigated by McCallen a
Romstad~1994!. Additional studies that confirmed its valid
have been conducted by Zhang and Makris~2001, 2002b!.

The stick model is a collection of beam elements with c
section properties adjusted from geometric data without cons
ing any cracked section reduction. At each end, a massless
link preserves the skewed geometry of the bridge and serv
the connecting element between the bridge deck and the end
ments. The spring and dashpot values of the approach em
ments and pile foundations have been estimated with the me
ologies summarized in the companion paper~Zhang et al. 2004!.
Additional information on the dynamic stiffness of approach
bankments can be found in the references by Zhang and M
~2001, 2002a!; whereas, additional information on the dynam
stiffnesses of pile groups can be found in the paper by M
et al.~1994! and references reported therein. All values of inte
are summarized in Table 2. The behavior of the elastomeric
is modeled with the two-dimensional plasticity model prese
in the companion paper~Zhang et al. 2004!; whereas the behavi
of the nonlinear fluid damper is expressed with a nonlinear p
law also presented in the companion paper with Eq.~32!.

During the numerical simulation, Young’s modulus of
beam elements on top of the column was artificially increase

Fig. 5. Top: Structural idealization of the 91/5 Overcrossing with
of the mechanical model that transfer forces from the deck to t
three orders of magnitude to form a rigid link in order to prevent

834 / JOURNAL OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING © ASCE / JUNE 2004
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excessive deflections at the connection point between the
columns and the outrigger beam~McCallen and Romstad 1994!.
Vertical excitations are not considered. In both models, the d
ing of the bridge deck and center bent is approximated with
Rayleigh damping approximation, where the parametersa andb
are computed by assuming a 5% modal damping ratio in the
and the second modes. Young’s modulus of the concrete
sumed to beEc522 GPa. This value is approximately 80% of
value obtained from empirical expressions to account for
cracking that occurred during the earthquake. Similar cracked
ues for Young’s modulus of concrete in the seismic resp
analysis of bridges have been reported by Douglas and
@~1982!, Ec520– 25 GPa] and Dendrou et al.@~1985!, Ec

520 GPa]. The density of concrete is assumed 2,400 kg/m3.
In this paper, we compare the dynamic response of three

figurations of the 91/5 Overcrossing:
1. The as-built configuration where the deck is supporte

both ends by elastomeric pads and is equipped with
dampers~pads and dampers!,

2. Same configuration as case 1 but without fluid dam
~pads only!, and

3. The bridge deck is rigidly connected to integral abutm
~integral abutments!.

For the analysis of all three cases, the same stick model sho
Fig. 5 is employed. For the analysis of Case 2, the damper
tween the abutments and the massless rigid links are rem
whereas for the analysis of Case 3, the springs and dashpo

elements and frequency independent springs and dashpots; bo
rounding soil
beam
he sur
tween the abutments and the massless rigid links are locked.
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Eigenvalue Analysis

For the eigenvalue analysis, it is assumed that the deck disp
ments are small enough (udeck,uy) so the elastomeric pads d
form within the preyielding range exhibiting, in each direction
stiffness

Kx5Ky58K1540 MN/m (3)

whereK1 is given by Eq.~28! of the companion paper~Zhang
et al. 2004!. The nonlinear fluid dampers are replaced with lin
dashpots that dissipate the same amount of energy as dicta
Eq. ~41! of the companion paper. The nominal amplitude of
tion, u0 , appearing in that equation is associated with the lev
excitation. At a displacement ofu0'6 cm ~2.3 in.!, the elasto
meric pads still operate within the preyielding range exhibi
the stiffness value given by Eq.~3!. Furthermore, time–histo
analysis under several moderately strong ground motions re
in the damper displacement beingu0'2.0– 2.3 in. Accordingly
the nominal amplitudeu0'5 cm ~2 in.!. The frequency,v, ap-
pearing in Eq.~41! of the companion paper~Zhang et al. 2004!, is
equal to the first modal undamped frequency (v5v1).

Eigensolutions are performed for the bridge with integral a
ments and the bridge with protective devices~elastomeric pad
and fluid dampers! using the commercially available softwa
ABAQUS~1997!. Since the fluid dampers do not provide a
stiffness, the bridge with pads only~Case 2! essentially yields th
same modes and modal frequencies as that of the bridge equ
with both pads and fluid dampers~Case 1!. Fig. 6 depicts the firs
six mode shapes as well as the natural frequencies of the b
equipped with integral abutments~left-hand side! and that of the
bridge with pads and fluid dampers~right-hand side!, where the
soil properties are taken asG520 MPa andh50.4 at end abu
ments andG556 MPa andh50.12 at center bent~Case 2!.

For the bridge with integral abutment, the first mode shap
antisymmetric vertical, while the second mode shape is sym
ric vertical. The third is the first transverse mode that indic
lateral flexure of the deck. When the bridge is sitting on ela
meric pads at each end, the structural configuration is more
ible. Accordingly, the modal frequencies of the bridge sitting
elastomeric pads at each end are smaller than the modal fre

Table 2. Spring and Dashpot Values that Approximate the Prese
Values under Case 1 Correspond to Strong Shaking whereas V

Parameters C

Embankment1pile foundations
Kx ~MN/m! 1191292 (
Ky ~MN/m! 1191293 (
Kz ~MN/m! 45111,135
Cx ~MN•s/m! 11128 (
Cy ~MN•s/m! 11122 (
Cz ~MN•s/m! 141128 (

Pile foundation of center bent
Kx , Ky ~MN/m! 49
Kr ~MN•m/rad! 31,
Kxr , Kyr ~MN/rad! 28
Kz ~MN/m! 1,4
Cx , Cy ~MN•s/m! 14
Cz ~MN•s/m! 54

Note: Case 1:G510 MPa,h50.5 at abutment;G528 MPa,h50.35 at
center bent. Numbers in parentheses are the values of west abutm
cies of the bridge with integral abutments. As a result, the first

JOU
y
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mode is longitudinal, the second mode is torsional about the
tical axis while the third mode is antisymmetric vertical. The
transverse mode of the isolated configuration is the fourth m
that indicates more of a rigid body translation of the deck ra
than flexure which is observed in the third mode of the br
with integral abutment. Table 3 compares the first six na
frequencies of the bridge with integral abutment and the b
with protective devices when soil properties are taken aG
520 MPa, h50.40 at abutment andG556 MPa, h50.12 a
center bent~Case 2!.

Modal damping ratios are estimated with the complex ei
value procedure presented in Zhang and Makris~2001, 2002b!. A
reduced-order stick model was developed with fewer degre
freedom in order to bypass the problem of computing and i
preting the large number of complex eigenvalues resulting
the original stick model. For simplicity, the reduced-order s
model lumped the four fluid dampers into two orthogonal non
ear dashpots rather than preserving the exact layout as sho
Fig. 5. Similarly, the presence of the embankment and elasto
pads are represented by two orthogonal springs and dashp
spectively, as shown in Fig. 5.

Table 3 compares the first six modal frequencies and m
damping ratios of a bridge with integral abutment, a bridge
pads, and a bridge with pads and nonlinear fluid dampers
different levels of earthquakes. It is worth mentioning that
natural modes of a bridge with integral abutments are diffe
from that of the bridge with elastomeric pads and/or nonli
fluid dampers. Therefore, a one-to-one comparison of m
damping ratios between these two cases is not meaning
more meaningful comparison is between the case with pads
and the case with pads and dampers. Some key observation
Table 3 are:
• The behavior of the bridge configuration with integral a

ments is essentially very similar to that of the Meloland R
Overcrossing and the Painter Street Bridge~Zhang and Makri
2001; 2002b!, where high modal damping ratios are associ
with the longitudinal and transverse modes that mobiliz
large volume of soil with high damping.

the Approach Embankments and Pile Foundation of the 91/5 Ov
under Case 2 Correspond to Moderately Strong Shaking

Case 2

71) 2381488 (2381453)
72) 2381490 (2381456)
,058) 89211,586 (89211,478)
) 13132 (13128)
) 13126 (13119)
1) 271124 (27198)

821
44,187

21,138
2,020
16.2
50.2

r bent. Case 2:G520 MPa,h50.4 at abutment;G556 MPa,h50.12 a
nce of
alues

ase 1

11912
11912

(45111
11124
11117
14110

2
739
11
52
.5
.3

cente
ent.
• The first transverse mode of the bridge with integral abutment
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~Case 3! is a flexural mode, whereas the first transverse m
of the bridge with pads~Cases 1 and 2! is essentially a tran
lational mode.

• Because of the flexibility introduced by elastomeric pads a
deck ends, the modal damping ratios associated with the
gitudinal or transverse modes of the isolated bridge are a
ciably smaller than the modal damping ratios of the br
with integral abutment since the bridge superstructure
move substantially without mobilizing large volumes of s
At the same time, the modal frequencies of the bridge
pads are lower than that of the bridge with integral abutm

• When integral abutments are considered, the modal dam
along the longitudinal direction is 58% and along the tra
verse direction is 12%. When pads and dampers are adde
situation reverses. Because of the flexibility of the pads
bridge moves appreciably both in the longitudinal and tr
verse directions. Along the longitudinal direction, the mo
damping of the bridge with pads and dampers is approxim
28%, whereas along the transverse direction the modal d
ing is 24%.

• When fluid dampers are added, the modal damping ratio

Fig. 6. First six modal frequencies, damping ratios, and mode
with integral abutments; right-hand side: Bridge with sitting abu
modes that involve large movements of the fluid dampers in-

836 / JOURNAL OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING © ASCE / JUNE 2004
crease substantially~longitudinal, torsional, and transver
modes!.

Time –History Response Analysis

The bridge response is computed by inducing, as support mo
along the transverse and longitudinal directions, the recorde
celeration time histories at the free field and the amplified a
eration time histories at the crest of the embankment to
idealized model shown in Fig. 5. The fault normal compone
applied along the transverse direction while the fault par
component is applied simultaneously along the longitudinal d
tion. The time history response analysis is conducted on
bridge with elastomeric pads and nonlinear fluid dampers~Case
1!, the bridge with elastomeric pads~Case 2!, and the bridge wit
integral abutment~Case 3!, subjected to the ground motions lis
in Table 1. The macroscopic force–displacement laws of the
ous substructure elements of the bridge appearing in Table
the companion paper have been presented and discussed

s computed with stick model of 91/5 Overcrossing~left-hand side: Bridg
se damping ratios in parentheses are for the bridge with pads o
shape
tment!. Th
paper. Our two-dimensional nonlinear response analysis under the
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11 strong ground motions listed in Table 1 generated a wea
time histories some of which are presented in the repor
Makris and Zhang~2002!.

The results of our analysis are presented in summary
where peak response values are presented for all the 11
quake motions used in this study. Fig. 7 shows the peak
accelerations and relative displacements along the transvers

Table 3. Modal Frequencies,v j ~rad/s! and Damping Ratios,j j ~%!

Bridge structure

Case 2~abutment:G520 MPa, h50.40; cente

Modes

Bridge with
integral abutment

1 First vertical~antisymmetric!
2 Second vertical~symmetric!
3 First transverse
4 Longitudinal
5 Torsional/vertical
6 Third vertical~symmetric!

Bridge with
pads only

1 Longitudinal
2 Torsional

3 First vertical~symmetric!
4 First transverse
5 Second vertical~symmetric!
6 Second transverse

Bridge with pads
and fluid dampers

1 Longitudinal
2 Torsional
3 First vertical~symmetric!
4 First transverse
5 Second vertical~symmetric!
6 Second transverse

Fig. 7. Peak total accelerations~top! and peak relative displaceme
ordered with increasing peak ground acceleration of the fault-n
JOU
-

d

longitudinal directions near the east end of the deck~Point A!.
The same quantities normalized to the response of the confi
tion with integral abutments are shown in Fig. 8. The longitud
response of the bridge is in accordance with what one ex
intuitively. The bridge with sitting abutment is more flexible th
that with integral abutments, so accelerations are smaller an
placements are larger. Damping reduces both displacemen

e 91/5 Overcrossing under Moderate Earthquake Loading

556 MPa, h50.12; nominal amplitude of fluid dampersu052 in.)

Undampedv j ~rad/s! Dampedv j ~rad/s! j j ~%!

8.7366 8.735310.4624i 5.29
10.897 10.90410.6343i 5.81

17.154 17.54812.1811i 12.34
22.988 20.801114.963i 58.39
23.526 24.68612.9479i 11.86

23.275 23.49212.4673i 10.45

7.6837 7.680310.4313i 5.61
7.9938 7.998910.4557i 5.69

9.6029 9.598710.5442i 5.66
10.806 10.83610.6947i 6.40

10.940 10.93410.6324i 5.77
20.942 21.10812.6958i 12.67

7.6837 8.186612.4706i 28.89
7.9938 8.8755113.983i 84.43

9.6029 8.796910.8466i 9.78
10.806 17.83514.3610i 23.75

10.940 10.92610.6223i 5.69
20.942 11.550114.506i 78.23

m! near east end of deck~Point A! due to various earthquake motio
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accelerations of the flexible configuration. Figs. 7 and 8~left-hand
side! show that the transverse response of the bridge with int
abutments yields not only smaller relative displacements but
smaller accelerations. This can be explained by concentratin
the transverse modes of the two configurations that is the
mode~3rd! when integral abutments are considered and the fo
mode~4th! when sitting abutments are considered. In the ca
integral abutments, the transverse mode is primarily a fle
mode, whereas in the case of sitting abutment the transverse
is primarily a translational mode where the entire deck trans
sideways without flexing appreciably. This results in larger
placements at the deck ends and also larger accelerations. S
mental damping reduces both displacements and acceleratio
the response of the bridge with sitting abutments appears t
derperform the response of the bridge with integral abutm
Fig. 9 plots the normalized response of the bridge computed
out soil–structure interaction to the response of the bridge
puted with soil–structure interaction. For the configuration w
pads and dampers~Case 1!, this ratio is below unity, indicatin
that soil-structure interaction increases both accelerations an
placements.

Figs. 10–12 plot total accelerations and relative-to-the-gro
displacements at the mid-span~Point B!. The trend of accelera
tions and displacements along the longitudinal directions
sembles the trend that one observes at Point A~east of the dec
near the abutment!. Along the transverse direction, the results
accelerations and displacements of the two configuration
mixed. This is because the midspan moves sideways app
mately the same amount, regardless of whether the trans
movement is the result of a primarily flexural mode or of a
marily translational mode. Fig. 12 indicates that an analysis o
bridge response that neglects the effect of soil–structure int
tion considerably underestimates the transverse and longitu

Fig. 8. Normalized bridge response quantities near east end o
abutments due to various earthquake motions ordered with inc
displacements of the midspan.
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The results of Figs. 7–12 indicate that the lengthening o
period of an overcrossing by introducing seat-type abutmen
duces the longitudinal accelerations of the deck but increase
translational accelerations. The introduction of damping is be
cial; but the configuration with integral abutment is shown
yield the most favorable response. Soil–structure interacti
responsible for increasing displacements while having a m
effect on accelerations.

Fig. 13 plots peak forces that develop at the deck ends d
various earthquake motions. Clearly, the configuration with
gral abutments results in higher forces which, in some case
as high as one-half~1/2! of the deck weight. The configurati
with pads alone results in the smaller forces which are app
mately 5% of the deck weight. This result is expected since
MN of the vertical reaction at each deck end is approxima
0.16 W and with a coefficient of friction,m'0.3, the maximum
horizontal force is 0.330.16 W'0.05 W.

Fig. 14 plots the transverse and longitudinal forces behin
end abutments for the three configurations of interest and th
cases with and without soil–structure interaction. The norma
forces to the forces of the bridge with integral abutments w
soil–structure interaction is considered are shown in Fig.
Clearly, the isolated configuration reduces the longitudinal fo
but not the transverse forces. Interestingly, the presence of
dampers yields transverse forces that are higher than the
when the bridge has integral abutments.

Fig. 16 shows the normalized forces behind the abutm
computed without soil–structure interaction to the correspon
forces computed with soil–structure interaction. For all but
Cape Mendocino record, the forces without soil–structure i
action are smaller than the forces with soil–structure interac
In some cases, such as the El Centro Array No. 5 record o

t A! to the corresponding response quantities of bridge with int
g peak ground acceleration of the fault-normal component
f deck~poin
reasin
Newhall and Sylmar records, the force ratio is as low as 0.5,



ding
acceleration
Fig. 9. Normalized bridge response quantities near east end of deck~point A! computed without soil–structure interaction to the correspon
response quantities computed with soil–structure interaction due to various earthquake motions ordered with increasing peak ground
of the fault-normal component
red
Fig. 10. Peak total accelerations~top! and peak relative displacements~bottom! at midspan~Point B! due to various earthquake motions orde
with increasing peak ground acceleration of the fault-normal component
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ments
Fig. 11. Normalized bridge response quantities at midspan~Point B! to the corresponding response quantities of bridge with integral abut
due to various earthquake motions ordered with increasing peak ground acceleration of the fault-normal component
ponse
ation of the
Fig. 12. Normalized bridge response quantities at midspan~Point B! computed without soil–structure interaction to the corresponding res
quantities computed with soil–structure interaction due to various earthquake motions ordered with increasing peak ground acceler
fault-normal component
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ault-normal
Fig. 13. Peak forces at deck ends due to various earthquake motions ordered with increasing peak ground acceleration of the f
component
tion of the
Fig. 14. Peak forces behind end abutments due to various earthquake motions ordered with increasing peak ground accelera
fault-normal component
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arthquake
Fig. 15. Normalized forces behind end abutments to the corresponding forces of bridge with integral abutments due to various e
motions ordered with increasing peak ground acceleration of the fault-normal component
uted with
omponent
Fig. 16. Normalized forces behind end abutments computed without soil–structure interaction to the corresponding forces comp
soil–structure interaction due to various earthquake motions ordered with increasing peak ground acceleration of the fault-normal c
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ation of the
Fig. 17. Peak forces at base of center columns due to various earthquake motions ordered with increasing peak ground acceler
fault-normal component
earthquake
Fig. 18. Normalized forces at base of center columns to the corresponding forces of bridge with integral abutments due to various
motions ordered with increasing peak ground acceleration of the fault-normal component
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indicating that an analysis that neglects soil–structure intera
underestimates the forces appreciably.

Fig. 17 plots the transverse and longitudinal shear forces
base of columns of the center bent for the three configuratio
interest and the two cases with and without soil–structure i
action. The normalized forces to the corresponding force
bridge with integral abutments when soil–structure interactio
considered are shown in Fig. 18. Along the transverse direc
the isolated bridge transmits approximately the same forces
column bases as the bridge with integral abutment. Along
longitudinal direction, the differences are dramatic since, in s
earthquakes, the column forces of the isolated bridge are
than two times the column forces of the bridge with integral a
ments. Nevertheless, our analysis indicated that even whe
bridge is isolated, the center columns remain practically ela
Fig. 19 shows the normalized column forces computed wit
soil–structure interaction to the corresponding forces comp
with soil–structure interaction. Other than the Lucerne Valley
Cape Mendocino records, the base shears of the center colum
the bridge with integral abutments are significantly under
mated when soil–structure interaction is neglected. When
bridge is isolated at the deck ends, the value of the base she
the columns is relatively insensitive to the effect of soil–struc
interaction.

Conclusions

This paper presents a case study on the seismic response
91/5 Overcrossing that is equipped with elastomeric bearing
fluid dampers at its end abutments. The analysis was cond
using the substructure method and a reduced-order stick m

Fig. 19. Normalized forces at base of center columns compute
soil–structure interaction due to various earthquake motions or
that were established elsewhere. The macroscopic constitutive
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e

laws of the main substructure elements of the 91/5 Overcro
have been presented in the companion paper. Our
dimensional nonlinear dynamic analysis revealed distinguis
trends that lead to the following conclusions:

• The first transverse mode of a bridge with integral abutm
is a flexural mode, whereas, the first transverse mode
bridge that is isolated at its end abutments is essentia
translational mode.

• The increased mobility of the deck ends due to the elastom
bearings results in high acceleration which can be suppr
with supplemental damping. The response at the end
ments of an isolated bridge appears to underperform th
sponse of the same bridge with integral abutments.

• When soil–structure interaction is neglected, the respon
the isolated bridge is underestimated.

• The longitudinal forces at the backwall are reduced by
half when the bridge is isolated at the end abutments. Isol
does not appear to have an effect in reducing backwall fo
along the transverse direction. In contrast, the addition of
dampers in the isolation system yield transverse forces
exceed the forces transmitted when the bridge has int
abutments.

• When soil–structure interaction is neglected, both transv
and longitudinal forces at the backwall are underestim
Under some earthquakes, the forces at the backwall calcu
by including the effects of soil–structure interaction can
more than two times larger; in particular for the bridge w
pads and dampers.

• When the bridge is isolated at the end abutments, the
shear at the center columns is larger than the correspo
forces of the bridge with integral abutment. This two to th

out soil–structure interaction to the corresponding forces com
with increasing peak ground acceleration of the fault-normal c
d with
dered
times increase occurs primarily along the longitudinal direc-
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tion. Despite this considerable increase, the center colum
the 91/5 Overcrossing remained nearly elastic even unde
strongest shaking studied in this paper.

• When soil-structure interaction is neglected, the base she
the center columns are, in general, significantly under
mated.
In summary, the reduced-order stick model, in association

concentrated springs and dashpots that realistically represe
behavior of the main substructure elements, can generate va
results on the response of short bridges.
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